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TAKE ON A MARKETING MANAGEMENT

INTERN
– A win-win for students and businesses

WHAT IS AN AP DEGREE IN MARKETING
MANAGEMENT?
The Academy Profession (AP) Degree programme in
Marketing Management is a two-year short-cycle higher
education programme which equips students with a broad range of knowledge in the subjects of international
trade, marketing, economics, organisational theory and
communication. The objective of the programme is to
qualify students to perform work assignments independently which have to do with the analysis and realisation of solutions broadly related to marketing and sales
activities in trading, production and service businesses,
nationally as well as internationally.
Marketing management graduates typically work as marketing coordinators, procurement, sales or exports assistants, information officers or advertising consultants.

WHAT DOES A MARKETING MANAGEMENT
GRADUATE HAVE TO OFFER?
Throughout their study, marketing management graduates acquire theoretical knowledge, methodologies
and tools in the four academic blocks of the programme: international marketing and sales; economics; market communication, organisational theory and logistics;
and business law, and they can therefore take part in
the cross-disciplinary performance of sales and marketing-related tasks.
Marketing management graduates can carry out market surveys, consumer and customer surveys, and segmentation and target group analyses. Furthermore, they
can analyse market and business opportunities, perform
communication and advertisement assignments, prepare proposals for promotional activities and campaigns,
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prepare marketing plans, analyse export markets and
make suggestions and plans for how to launch and introduce products in new markets etc.
WHAT’S IN IT FOR YOUR BUSINESS?
Students from ZIBAT possess a broad range of the qualifications demanded by businesses today. ZIBAT students have the most up-to-date knowledge within their
field and can therefore look at your business with a fresh
pair of eyes. We know from our experience with internship collaboration that internships lead to exiting and fruitful outcomes for everyone involved.
An intern can:
• provide fresh blood, new knowledge and new perspectives on your business;
• help perform day-to-day tasks in your business within
the area of sales and marketing;
• help perform analyses, development projects, calculations, campaigns or design projects which would
otherwise not have been prioritised;
• be your informal meeting with a potential future
employee with a degree.
ABOUT THE INTERNSHIP
The internship takes place over three months (twelve weeks) with average working hours of 37 hours per
week. The internship is unpaid, as the intern will continue
to receive a monthly study grant (SU) from the state during the internship.
During the internship, the intern is to take an active part
in performing day-to-day sales and marketing-related
tasks, so that the intern has opportunity to apply theories, methodologies and tools to practice. The student
should gain an understanding of how businesses combine economic, legal, organisational, cultural, societal and
technological concerns in their sales and marketing activities in a global market. Employees at the business are
expected to serve as sparring partners for the intern.
Immediately after completing the internship period, the
student prepares an internship report on the internship
experience. The report is assessed as either passed or
failed and the assessment result is included in the final
exam certificate.
EXTENDED COLLABORATION
After the internship, students will be required to prepare their final dissertation. The collaboration between
you and the intern may be extended to include work on
the dissertation if you and the intern can agree on a relevant problem definition. The student will be working
from home during this period. The dissertation is a final
exam project and must therefore meet certain formal requirements. The extended collaboration should be seen
as an extra opportunity for your business, as well as for
the intern, for even more in-depth study; in-depth study
which could result in readily applicable recommendations/solutions for your business.

THE PRACTICALITIES
There are no requirements for the size or structure of the
business. However, you must be formally registered as a
business; either in Denmark or abroad.
The student is responsible for finding a business in Denmark or abroad and establishing an internship contract
with the business. The contract is established by filling
out an internship contract form at www.easj.dk/praktikaftale. As a condition for approval, together with the
business, the student must complete a field about ’work
assignments agreed’ with a precise list of specific work
assignments/projects related to sales and marketing,
etc. Furthermore, this plan must be based on learning
objectives for the internship.
We will allocate a supervisor to the student for the duration of the internship, and this supervisor will act as the
liaison between your business and ZIBAT. The internship
supervisor will also serve as a sparring partner for the
intern during the internship and will contact the relevant
contact person at your business for a more thorough
discussion during the internship period.
We expect you to allocate a contact person from your
business who can answer any questions the intern may
have concerning work assignments and working conditions, and who can represent your business at meetings
with the internship supervisor. We also expect the work
assignments that you allocate to the intern to be academically relevant, and we expect you to allocate appropriate resources to supervise the intern.
There are a few general terms and conditions for the internship:
• office hours and work assignments for the internship
period are agreed between the intern and the business (must be stated in the internship contract);
• the internship is unpaid, as the intern will continue to
receive a monthly study grant (SU) from the state during the internship;
• the intern reports to the business if he or she is unable
to come to work due to sickness, and in situations with
long-term sickness (more than one week), the intern
will also report to the school;
• the business is to contact the internship supervisor at
ZIBAT, or the internship coordinator, if problems occur
during the internship period;
• like ordinary employees, the intern will be covered by
the business’ industrial injury insurance and liability insurance;
• during the internship, the student will be enrolled in
the AP Degree programme in Marketing Management
at ZIBAT.
FURTHER INFORMATION
Find your local internship coordinator at:
www.zibat.dk/internshipcoordinators/
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